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Discover. Learn. Achieve.  

 

“The best way to learn is through discovery, the best way to achieve, is by not being afraid to”. kmt 

 

 

 

Behavioral Assessments, A La Carte’; 1, 2 or 3 day event 

 

Event options include Educational Only / Educational and Clinic / Clinic Only  

 

Educational: 

  

~Learn How To; identify stress markers 

~Learn How; stress affects performance 

~Learn How; human stressors impact the horse 

~Learn How To; identify areas of hypersensitivity 

~Learn How To; identify a horse’s vulnerabilities  

~Learn How To; identify a horse’s strengths 

~Learn How To; identify discipline compatibility markers 

~Learn How To; create coaching protocols properly fitted to the horse’s psyche 

 

Clinic: Behavioral Assessments: 

 

Bring your horse for an evaluation! You are invited to ride through an obstacle course that will be specifically 

designed for your horse based upon Kerry’s initial evaluation. You may also take your horse through in-hand if you 

do not wish to ride. Video footage will be taken for detailed analysis (takes place after the event when all data is 

collected). You will get real-time feedback, advice and tips as well as receive a full written analysis that includes 

your horse’s strengths, vulnerabilities, discipline compatibility, coaching & training tips, relationship building 

takeaways and much more!  

 

Can’t bring your horse but still want to book-in your horse assessment? No problem! Anyone who attends the 

educational portion of this event is eligible to book-in A La Carte’ Essential or Sport for at event special price! 

Attendees also receive a Life Through the Senses Education Center special discount coupon for one a course or 

lesson of your choosing! Want to host? Want to attend? Want pricing information? Contact us today! Email 

#ALaCarteEvent to Daphne@sensorysoundness.com  
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*See services area for A La Carte’s Essentials and Sport for more information about these unique service options. 

Event discounts applied to normal service fees are based upon event option. Each event is quoted based upon event 

details to accommodate travel time and expenses as needed.  
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